
 
 
 
General Manager – Finance & Commercial  
 
 

 Full time, permanent position based in Reefton or Christchurch 
 Exciting, varied role in a dynamic, fast growth NZ company 
 Own and drive the finance and business services functions 

 
 
The Opportunity 
With a background in leading a commercial finance team, you will join a nimble leadership team with their sights firmly 
set on becoming an iconic New Zealand brand and taking their Little Biddy Gin and other international award-winning 
spirits to the world. 
   
Reefton Distilling Co. are seeking a gutsy, commercially minded, innovative senior finance professional with a reputation 
for initiative, strong relationships and getting the job done.  
   
Working closely with the Chief Executive and Board, you will help make strategic decisions around building the 
international footprint of the business.  You will thrive on scenario planning, modelling and ideally have extensive 
pedigree in FMCG and the alcoholic beverage sector. 
 
   
The Company 
Reefton Distilling Co. is a modern distillery at the forefront of spirit production in New Zealand. Having opened the doors 
in 2018, they quickly secured the No. 2 premium NZ gin position and are nearing completion of a large, purpose-built 
distillery in Reefton.  The operation includes distillery, office, Cellar Door retail and tasting bar, and guided tours. 
   
The Reefton Distilling Co. team find inspiration in providing a truly unique West Coast experience as they share the story 
behind the crafting of their local botanical Little Biddy Gins, Wild Rain Vodka, Reefton Distilling Co. Liqueurs and 
Moonlight Creek Whisky. 
 
 
The Role 
 

 Provide the leadership team with commercial and operational insights to support decision making 
 Help the Founder and Chief Executive to make strategic decisions around building the international 

footprint of the business 
 Working closely with a high profile across risk, governance, and strategy 
 Responsibility for the day-to-day Finance, IT, HR, Administration and Property functions 
 Contributing to pricing reviews and strategy, and partnering with the wider business to assist in new 

product development and pricing 
 Ownership of the Financial Reporting and audit process, including preparation of sales reporting and 

other analysis for stakeholder use 
 Designing and leading a high-performance finance team, including monitoring KPIs and providing 

performance feedback 
 Leading project work, including process and system improvement, fixed asset acquisition and 

upgrades. 
 
 
 



 
Your Profile 
 

 Experience in senior finance roles, preferably in a FMCG environment, with your CA/CPA designation 
 Extensive leadership background across large or multi-disciplinary teams across the corporate 

services spectrum 
 A track record in improving a SME businesses commercial and operational trajectory is highly 

desirable 
 Ability to influence decision making through insights and relationships 
 Prior exposure to product costing, with a working knowledge of export markets is highly desirable 
 Hold full, unrestricted rights to work in New Zealand 

 

 
Being an early stage, fast growth company you will need to be comfortable with ambiguity, enjoy change and thrive in 
an environment where you feel like a Swiss army knife!  You will be ready to pivot as needed, roll up your sleeves and do 
whatever’s required and all while keeping your sense of humour. 
   
Initially you will need to carry out the day-to-day accounting functions alongside the Finance Assistant, while you digest, 
design and implement the systems and structure needed to support this next stage of growth. 
   
Reefton Distilling Co. have engaged Profile Group to manage this recruitment process, and we will be reviewing 
applications as they come in. 
 
For further information about the role, please contact Christopher Cluse on 022 0717 812, or Andrew Copeland on 022 
635 0314. 


